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Introduction

The DB1B Origin and Destination Survey, produced by the Bureau of Transportation Statis-
tics (BTS), is a widely-used sample of domestic airline ticket data. The DB1B is highly cited
in government, academic, industry, and media reviews of domestic airfares. Currently, the
DB1B collects a 10% sample of tickets sold by U.S. carriers that fit certain requirements.
This sample is completed on a quarterly basis. However, this 10% sample rate is likely
too low to accurately reflect changes in average fares and passenger volumes at very small
airports.

The Department of Transportation has expressed an interest in changing the sample rate1

of domestic airline tickets to improve data quality in the DB1B survey. This document uses
statistical techniques to calculate DB1B sample rates that are sufficient to reflect changes
in average fares at small airports to a certain degree of accuracy. The sample rate necessary
will depend on DOT’s preferences for margins of error and confidence levels; this document
assumes standard statistical confidence intervals, but these parameters can be changed with
DOT input.

Problem Statement

Consider a small airport that enplanes 500 one-way passengers per sample period.2 We will
compute the sample rate necessary to accurately predict average fares at this airport with
a certain margin of error—for instance, ± 10%. To solve for this sample rate, we will need
to split the problem into two subproblems:

1. First, we will compute the sample size necessary to predict average fares at the
airport by ±10%. That is, for an airport with 500 enplaned passengers per sample
period, how many tickets would need to be sampled to predict average fares at that
airport with a certain degree of confidence?

2. After the sample size is determined, we will then compute the sample rate needed
to select that many tickets out of the entire population of tickets. That is, we will
compute the percent of tickets necessary to ensure that the sample will contain at
least as many tickets as are necessary to accurately compute average fare for that
market.

1In this document, sample rate will refer to the percent of total tickets sampled by the DOT. In the
current DB1B survey, the sample rate is 10%.

2In this paper, a sample period will refer to a generic interval of time at which a ticket sample is
performed. In the current DB1B survey, the sample period is one quarter. Therefore, an airport with 500
one-way passengers per quarter would represent approximately 500·2

91.25
≈ 11 passengers per day both ways.

In future DB1B surveys, the sample period may be changed to monthly.
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These two problems will be solved sequentially. We will then examine how the required
sample rate will change based for airports of various sizes, and how these rates will change
as a function of the level of confidence required in both the average fare calculation and the
sample generation.

Computing Sample Sizes

First, we wish to calculate the sample size necessary to estimate the average fare of the popu-
lation of tickets from some small airport with a certain degree of accuracy. We can use a com-
mon and well-known sample size formula (e.g., from Section 7.2.2.2 of NIST’s Engineering
Statistics Handbook, at http://www.itl.nist.gov/div898/handbook/prc/section2/prc222.htm):

n =
(
tdf,α/2 ·

s

E

)2
(1)

where n is the required sample size, tdf,α/2 is the critical value from Student’s t distribution
for a distribution with degrees of freedom df and confidence level α, s is the standard
deviation of the sample, and E is the desired margin of error.

When the required sample size (and hence the degrees of freedom) is unknown, we can use
critical values from the z-distribution instead of the Student’s t distribution to approximate
n, so long as n is sufficiently large. Then, the formula becomes:

n =
(
zα/2 ·

s

E

)2
(2)

Now, let’s use this formula to compute sample sizes necessary for a variety of airports.

A Practical Example of DVL

Consider a very small Essential Air Service airport, such as Devils Lake, ND (DVL). For
DVL, T-100 data estimates 175 total onboards for 1Q2014. Assuming 1.0 passengers per
ticket3, this would lead to a total population of 175 tickets. Note that BTS estimates
313,564 passengers flew out of North Dakota airports in 1Q2014, so DVL tickets represent
just 0.05%, or about 1 in 2,000, of the total ticket sample for North Dakota alone.

For DVL, only three ticket observations were recorded in the 1Q2014 DB1B.4 The average
fares for these three observations had a mean of $979 and a standard deviation of $431.50,
reflecting the significant uncertainty regarding this sample.

Suppose for a moment the average fare from this airport truly is $979, and that from our
sample we wish to compute the average fare within 10% accuracy with a 95% confidence
level. That is, 95% of the samples we select would have an average fare of within 10% of the
true average fare of the airport, or within $97.90. Then, using our formula, we would have:

n =
(
tdf,α/2

s

E

)2
≈
(
zα/2

s

E

)2
=

(
1.96 · $431.50

$97.9

)2

= 74.62 ≈ 75 tickets (3)

Therefore, we would need a sample size of 75 tickets to predict the average fare from DVL
± 10%, with a 95% confidence level. With an estimated 175 DVL tickets in the total

3Based on DOT estimates.
4This highlights how the current 10% sample rate is likely too small—we would have expected 17.5 tickets

to be present, about six times as many as were actually sampled.
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population, a sample size of 75 means that 42.9% of DVL tickets would need to be included
in the final sample, compared to just three in the actual 1Q14 sample.

Sample Sizes for Generic Airports

However, since the average fare and standard deviation will vary across airports, using a
single airport to decide sample size is unlikely to produce robust results. A generic example
may thus be more useful to DOT when setting policy for sample sizes across many different
airports.

Let’s consider a generic example. Suppose we have an airport with a true average fare of
$500, that we wish to predict that airport’s average fare within 10% (or within $50), and
that the observed standard deviation of the average fare is $300.5 Then, to have the sample
average fare be within $50 of the true average fare 95% of the time, we would need a sample
size of:

n =
(
tdf,α/2

s

E

)2
≈
(
zα/2

s

E

)2
=

(
1.96 · 300

50

)2

= 138.29 ≈ 139 tickets (4)

If we were satisfied with a 90% level of confidence, the sample size would be

n =
(
tdf,α/2

s

E

)2
≈
(
zα/2

s

E

)2
=

(
1.645 · 300

50

)2

= 97.42 ≈ 98 tickets (5)

Now that these generic sample sizes have been calculated, we can move to the next phase of
the problem: calculating the sample rates necessary to draw at least this many tickets from
a large sample of tickets.

Computing Necessary Sample Rates

In the previous section, we found that in order to accurately estimate average fare from an
airport with a $500 true average fare within ±$50 with a 90% level of confidence, we would
need to sample 98 tickets from this airport. Now, we must compute what percentage of
tickets need to be sampled from the entire pool of available tickets to ensure that at least
98 tickets from the airport in question are drawn. This sample rate will depend on the total
number of tickets from this airport that are available in the pool.

In statistics, binomial distributions are often used to model repeated draws from a sample
population. These draws are often called “Bernoulli trials.” In a Bernoulli trial, a draw can
result in one of two outcomes: success or failure. In this case, “success” would represent
a random ticket drawn from the entire pool of ticket that matches the target airport. A
failure would be a ticket drawn from any other airport. Suppose that in a pool of 250,000
itineraries, 500 of those tickets originate from our small airport. In this case, the probability
of success would be 500

250000 = 0.002.

With a binomial distribution, the probability that exactly k successes will be obtained after
n Bernoulli trails with success rate p is:

P (X = k) =

(
n

k

)
pk(1− p)n−k

5The average standard deviation of the 1Q2014 DB1B sample for North Dakota airports was $305.
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However, for very large values of n, computing
(
n
k

)
is computationally inefficient. In cases

with large n and small p, such as our example, a Poisson distribution can be used instead
to model the binomial distribution. This is also known as a Poisson approximation, or the
Poisson Limit Theorem. In this case, we can use the following formula:

P (X = k;λ) =
e−λλX

X!

where λ = nπ is a parameter that represents the expected number of successes from a
sample size of n. Since π, the probability of successfully drawing a ticket from our small
airport, is known, we will solve for the sample rate n necessary to draw at least 98 tickets
from our small airport out of the entire sample.

That is, we wish to solve for n in the following equation:

P (X ≥ 98;λ) = 1−

(
98∑
x=1

e−λλx

x!

)

This equation can be solved in Excel using its Solver functionality. The resulting sample
rates necessary to draw 98 tickets (sufficient to accurately compute average fares ±10%
with a 90% confidence level) for small airports of various sizes are shown below in Table 1,
assuming a $500 average fare and a $300 standard deviation.

Airport Size
Passengers per Sample Period 200 500 1,000 5,000
Estimated Total # of Tickets 200 500 1,000 5,000

90% Confidence 55.4% 22.2% 11.1% 2.2%
95% Confidence 57.4% 23.0% 11.5% 2.3%
98% Confidence 59.7% 23.9% 11.9% 2.4%

Table 1: Sample Rates to Draw At Least 98 Tickets from a Large Population of Tickets
Assumptions: Average Fare = $500, Standard Deviation = $300, Pax/Ticket = 1.0

Note that we now have two separate confidence values. The rows of Table 1 indicate the
levels of confidence that we will draw at least 98 tickets from a given airport out of the total
pool of available tickets. In turn, drawing at least 98 tickets is sufficient to predict average
fare (±10%) 90% of the time. Then, given these two confidence levels, what is the true
probability that we will be successful in predicting the average fare at a given airport?

The key is the realization that these two events are statistically dependent. That is, we need
to draw at least 98 tickets from the pool of available tickets to ensure that the resulting
sample can estimate the true average fare (within acceptable bounds) 90% of the time. In
other words, if we do not draw at least 98 tickets from the target airport in our sample,
then the probability that the resulting sample’s average fare is a good estimate of the actual
average fare is no longer 90%.

We can estimate the probability of two statistically dependent events as follows. Let p(A)
represent the probability that event A occurs, and p(B|A) represent the probability that
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event B occurs given event A. Then, the probability that both events A and B occur is:

p(A ∧B) = p(A) · p(B|A)

For our example, let Event A be “The sample contains at least 98 tickets from our given
airport” and EventB be “The sample predicts the average fare at that airport within±10%.”
Then, for an airport with 500 passengers per sample period and a 23% sample rate, p(A) =
95% (from Table 1) and p(B|A) = 90% (from Equation 5). Hence, the probability that this
sample rate will accurately predict average fare at that airport is 90% · 95% = 85.5%.

DOT has indicated that they wish to accurately predict average fares at airports with 90%
confidence. One way to achieve this goal would be to find the sample rates necessary to
draw at least 139 tickets6 from the target airport at least 95% of the time. Then, both
p(A) = p(B|A) = 95%, and the probability that this sample would provide a good estimate
of average fares for that airport would be 95% · 95% = 90.25%.

Table 2 shows the sample rates necessary to draw at least 139 tickets for small airports of
various sizes with 95% confidence. These sample rates would thus be sufficient to predict
average fares for a small airport of that size within ± 10% at least 90.25% of the time.

Airport Size
Passengers per Sample Period 200 500 1,000 5,000
Estimated Total # of Tickets 200 500 1,000 5,000

Sample Rate 79.5% 31.8% 15.9% 3.2%

Table 2: Sample Rates to Predict Average Fares Within ± 10% With 90% Confidence
Assumptions: Average Fare = $500, Standard Deviation = $300, Pax/Ticket = 1.0

As Table 2 shows, a sample rate of about 32% would be sufficient to predict average fares
±10% at small airports with 500 passengers per sample period with 90% confidence. For
airports with 1,000 passengers per sample period, a sample rate of 16% would be sufficient.

These sample rates could be reduced if the acceptable average fare margin of error for small
airports was different than that for larger airports. For instance, if the margin of error for
fares was relaxed to ±20%, or ±$100, a 22.6% sample rate would be sufficient for airports
with about 200 passengers per sample period at 90% confidence.

Performance of DOT’s Current 10% Ticket Sample Rate

Assuming a $500 average fare, a $300 standard deviation of fare, and an average passen-
gers/ticket ratio of 1.0, DOT’s current sample rate of 10% will generate average fares within
10% of the true mean for airports with about 1,550 passenger per sample period7 at a con-
fidence level of 90%. Sample estimates of average fare for airports with fewer than 1,550
passengers per sample period will not be within 10% of the true sample mean with 90%
confidence.

6We calculated in Equation 4 that a sample size of 139 tickets would be necessary to predict average fare
within 10% with 95% confidence.

7With the current quarterly sample period, this would represent about 1550·2
91.25

≈ 34 passengers per day
both ways.
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Consider the current quarterly DB1B sample period. Of the 692 airports for which data is
currently reported in the T-100, 520 airports (75%) had at least 500 passengers per sample
period in 1Q2014, and 387 airports (56%) had at least 1,550 passengers per sample period.
That is, using the current quarterly sample period, the current 10% DOT ticket sample rate
for DB1B is estimated to be sufficient to compute average fares for 56% of U.S. airports
with a 90% level of confidence. Increasing this sample rate to about 32% would result
be sufficient to compute average fares at 75% of U.S. airports at the same confidence level.
However, given the uncertainty in the data and the high standard deviation of average fares,
a near-100% level of sampling would be necessary to compute sufficiently-confident average
fares for all U.S. airports.

It is possible, since the selection of OD markets served from each small airport is fairly
limited, that the standard deviation in fares for very small airports would in fact be lesser
than the standard deviation for large airports, in which many types of short-haul and long-
haul itineraries may exist for business and leisure passengers. If the standard deviation for
smaller airports was in fact $200 instead of $300, then a sample size of just 15.1% would be
sufficient to compute average fares at airports with 500 passengers per sample period with a
90% confidence level. Further research would be necessary to better estimate the standard
deviation in average fare samples for small airports as opposed to larger airports.

Conclusions and Next Steps

Using a simple formula to compute sample size, we found that the DOT’s current 10% sample
rate is sufficient to estimate average fares within $50 for 387 U.S. airports with at least 1,550
passengers per sample period with a 90% level of confidence, assuming a quarterly sample
period. Increasing the sample rate to 32% would allow DOT to compute average fares within
$50 for an additional 133 airports with at least 500 passengers per sample period—reflecting
75% of all U.S. airports using a quarterly sample period. Additional research is required
to confirm that average fare and standard deviation accurately reflects DB1B data, and
additional DOT input is required to specify the scope of precision necessary to improve
DB1B reporting of average fares in the future.
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